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 The joint auction made a NTD 46,050,000 for the 

Enforcement Agency. 

Although the epidemic has begun to slowdown, AEA instructed 

the branches to stop holding the joint auction held on the “first” 

“Tuesday” of every month, starting at “3” p.m. held on today (6/2) 

for personal properties principally and fully adopt the 

communication bidding on real properties (i.e., do not allow on-site 

bidding) to prevent the risks of cluster infection. 

Except for Taoyuan Branch, Taichung Branch, Tainan Branch, 

Kaohsiung and Pingtung Branches, all the other 8 branches 

suspended the auction of personal properties. Except for Taoyuan 

Branch, Taichung Branch, Changhua Branch and Chiayi Branch 

which allowed communications and on-site bidding, all the other 9 

branches fully adopted the communication bidding for the auction of 

real properties. 

The venues and places providing on-site bidding by the 

branches were strictly in compliance with the relevant disease 

prevention regulations provided by the Central Epidemic Command 

Center. 

The total amount made from the highest-bidding was NTD 
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46,058,012. 

The total amount made from the final bid of real properties was 

NTD 44,825,397. The highest-bidding real property was a house 

located in Jian Township, Hualien County auctioned by the Hualien 

Branch. The amount made from the final bid was NTD 7,936,000. It 

was auctioned by “communication bidding.” 

The second highest bidding real property was the land located 

at Chinchiang East Section, Shalu District, Taichung City auctioned 

by the Taichung Branch. The amount made from the final bid was 

NTD 7,867,899. The other real properties auctioned this time 

including the land and building located at Nankuo Sub-section, 

Nankuo Section, Changhua City, Changhua County were auctioned 

by the Changhua Branch. The amount made from the final bid was 

NTD 5,042,000. The land was located at Wukung Section, Wufeng 

District, Taichung City. The amount made from the final bid was 

around NTD 4,720,000. There were also other quality real properties 

conclusion of the auctioned by the other branches with exceptional 

results. 

Only 5 branches held auctions for personal properties today. 

The total amount made from the highest-bidding was NTD 1,232,615.  

The personal properties included a 2010 BMW private vehicle 

auctioned by the Kaohsiung Branch in accordance with the request 

of Kaohsiung District Prosecutors Office. The amount made from the 

final bid was NTD 900,000. A 2018 Honda vehicle auctioned by the 

Taoyuan Branch. The amount made from the final bid was NTD 

850,000. Shoes and sneakers from trendy brand were auctioned by 

Kaohsiung Branch. The amount made from the highest-bidding was 

NTD 163,100. 

Other items provided for the conclusion of the auction included 
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stocks, suitcases, electronic scales, clothes, computers, face masks, 

air fryers, lighting fixtures, etc. 

We thank the public for their support of the measures of control 

related to the on-site bidding and the communication bidding of real 

properties during the critical period of the epidemic. The active 

participation of the public helped to create exceptional results again 

in the joint auction held on the “first” “Tuesday” of every month, 

starting at “3” p.m..   


